SHORT QUOTATION NOTICE

DEPARTMENT: TECHNICAL EDUCATION

No.D4/6694/2017

Govt. Engg. College, Thrissur
Dated, 08.12.2017

Sealed quotations are invited for the supply of publisher wise library books under book bank scheme 2017-18

Supply of library books under the book bank scheme - 2017-18

(The consolidated rate of discount for all publishers should be accepted. Different rate of discount for same publishers are not acceptable. List of books will be available from the office.)

The envelopes containing the quotation should be the superscription as "Quotation No.D4/139/2017-18 for the supply of books for central library" and should be addressed to the Principal, Govt. Engineering college, Thrissur 680 009, Kerala. Intending quotationers may submit the quotations on their own papers.

Last date for receipt of quotation is 09.01.2018 2 p.m.. Late quotations will not be accepted. The quotations will be opened at 10.01.2018 on 11 a.m.in the presence of the authorized representatives who may be present at that time. The maximum period required for delivery of the articles should also be mentioned. Details of requirements and the conditions governing their supply can be obtained free on request from the undersigned till 09/01/2018 -2 p.m

No advance payment will be given.

Copy to

1. Smt. Vijayalekshmi. K.N, SIO
3. SF & O

[Signature]

PRINCIPAL

Govt. Engg. College
Thrissur